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Abstract
The World Wide Web (WWW) allows the people to share information and data from large database repositories globally. The amount of
information is already in the billions of databases. We need to search the information with specialize tools known generically as search
engine (SE). With the huge data that needs to be handled, search engines need to retrieve meaningful information intelligently, whereby
only information of interest to the searcher needs to be returned. Facets (the particular aspect or feature of something being searched) can
play an important role in helping the user understand an information space better. Queries techniques within faceted search will make the
search results immediate and the interaction between searcher and search engine uninterrupted and focused. They can contribute to the
user‟s understanding of the researched terms or topics. Furthermore, they are more fun and interesting to use because users directly manipulate the search controls and the results can be displayed through choices of presentation such as text displays, transition animations,
graphs etc. which bring the process closer to an experience in game playing. This paper review the design of faceted search engine.
Keywords: Information Retrieval; Search Engine; Exploratory Search; Faceted Search Engine.

1. Introduction

2. Motivation

Since the advent of the WWW, people have been increasingly
using the Internet as the medium to find, discover/encounter, explore, exchange, and make sense of information. Because of this,
people now rely heavily on online resources to fulfill many kinds
of information needs [1]. There has been a shift from only using
the Web for single query-based searches to using it for more complex and exploratory search to satisfy their information needs.
However, online SE and other search tools have been primarily
limited to retrieve information in the form of a set of rank documents for a given query in an effective and efficient manner [2].
One important aspect that is beyond the present scope of SE is
analyzing the underlying search process of each user specifically
performing an information search task. Although SE have evolved
in smarter ways to keep track of user search history and preferences to effectively suggest queries and personalize the search
results, they do not focus on the user‟s information search task.
Thus, they fail to provide search path suggestions such as what
query to execute next, which queries to exclude, which Web pages
offer useful information for their task, or what information to consider as relevant to achieve the user task goal. Traditional faceted
navigation styles allow one to drill down into a subject matter to
find very specific documents. One limitation to this, however, is
the possibility to obtain a very “narrow” view of the issue, which
is recognized in Kules and Shneiderman's study [3].

We have many SEs that gives information according to the rank
retrieval (rank list) model. Generally, query response and results
representing the output are arranged in a rank based on some scoring functions that combine different characteristics produced by
the documents and queries. However, there are still some constraints of conventional SE which demands further study as described in the question as follows:
“Results are represented according to their rank, one of the main
problems is how to rank the results returned by a SE or a combination of SEs? How do searchers think differently about their search
strategy when categorized overviews are available to augment the
result list and how to achieve a better accuracy in the search [4, 5].

3. Related Work
This section illustrates some relative works about Information Retrieval, Defining Relevance, Set Retrieval,
Ranked Retrieval.
3.1. Information Retrieval
Information Retrieval (IR) is the process of searching within a
document collection for a particular information need which is
called a query [6]. It is finding materials (usually documents) of
unstructured nature (usually text) that satisfies an information
need from within large collections (usually stored on computers).
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IR typically seeks to find documents in a given collection that are
about a given topic or that satisfy given information need. The
topic or information need is expressed by a query, generated from
the user[7]. Documents that satisfy the given query in the judgment of the user are said to be relevant. Documents that are not
about the given topic are said to be non-relevant. In this section
we survey related work in classifying and understanding designing
search interfaces and in techniques to augment search results, but
first we need to know what is considered relevance, in order to
focus on improving the relevancy.

3.2. Defining Relevance
Probably the first notion to be defined is the notion of relevance of
an IR system. That is what it means for a SE to retrieve documents
that are relevant to the user [7]. The notion of relevance itself has
been the source of intense debates amongst researchers often disagreeing on how to measure it [8, 9]. However, the general consensus has been to characterize relevance either through a purely
cognitive point of view or solely through a benchmarking approach. The former, which will be addressed in the later, naturally
leads to the design of search user interfaces and to evaluation
methods that favors user studies. In this setting, precision and
recall provide a natural metric of relevance.

3.3. Set Retrieval
In a Boolean set retrieval model [10], a user enters a query made
up of Boolean operators such as AND, NOT, OR and gets documents that match that query. The documents are returned with an
unordered set and the precision, and/or recall, depends on the user‟s ability to write complex Boolean queries. Boolean search
systems could additionally be extended with field operators to
search within specific fields of the document collection. For example, a user can find terms within the title, text body, author, and
other areas of the documents of interest. There has been excellent
documentation of the difficulty the general public has with using
Boolean search models [11]. In practice, set retrieval suffers from
a clear trade-off between high precision and high recall. Because
the documents returned lacked any ordering, a user can either
achieve very high precision by formulating a very restrictive query
or, high recall by choosing a very loose one. Users usually have to
be experts in formulating complex Boolean queries in order to
retrieve the most relevant set. It is important to note, however, that
if the ranking of documents returned is not required due to the
nature of those documents, and when the domain of interest is
reserved to experts, set retrieval could be a fine approach to search.
For example, PubMed (www.Pubmed.com) from the United
States National Library of Medicine offers an advanced search
feature to help users build queries made of Boolean expressions.
The user is able to create complex queries restricted to specific
fields and made of AND, OR, NOT operators see Figure 1. This
advanced search feature is helpful to non-expert users, considering
that PubMed ranks the articles found by dates only.

Fig. 1: The Boolean Search Interface of PubMed[12]

In order to circumvent the difficulties of the Boolean set model, an
interesting compromise consists of ranking the search results. The
query could remain fairly loose, but the results returned could be
ranked according to some metric. In that case a user looking for
books may enter some keywords related to the book and have
them ordered by popularity, price or location. In the following
section we will cover these called ranked retrieval models.

3.4. Ranked Retrieval
The first one is the vector space model approach developed by
Salton, Wong, and Yang (1975)[13]. In the vector space model,
each document is represented by a vector. Each index in the vector
corresponds to a word or term found in the document collection.
Each component of the vector is a numerical value which reflects
the importance or the weight of the term in the document. The
query becomes a vector which is then compared to all the other
vectors document in the set. A similarity measure, usually the
cosine angle between vectors, is used to match the query against
the documents. The results are then ranked according to how close
they are to the user‟s query. However, the question of properly
weighting each term within the document and the collection still
remains.
Another major contribution to ranked retrieval and to the vector
space model is the work on
by Sparck Jones [14].
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Intuitively, a term with high
is a term which is representative of the document content while not being too popular on
the whole corpus. This measure will then favour frequent but rare
terms in the document specific terms. The terms in the vector
space model can now be weighted by
and a similarity
measure can then be used in order to rank each document according to the user‟s query. The vector space model and
proved to be highly successful for ranking results in a set of documents which had no explicit connections with respect to each
other.
However, with the advent of the WWW and hypertext collections,
researchers started to develop ranking methods based on a notion
of document authority. For example, a hypertext collection could
be modeled as a graph with links as edges and documents as nodes.
That graph can then be harnessed in order to rank documents
based on a certain notion of authority, and independently of the
user‟s query. In this respect Jon Kleinberg‟s HITS algorithm [15]
and Larry Page and Sergey Brin‟s PageRank [16] were the two
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most notable measures of authority see Figure 2. The latter measure was on the basis of Google‟s search engine.
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The lookup-based model has been identified as best suited for
question answering tasks and fact finding [21]. In fact, the process
must start with a carefully specified query, and should end with
precise results. But the results returned, together with their potential relationships, are not intended to be further analyzed with
more scrutiny.
In the look-up based model, the answer is assumed to be found in
the matched documents, not necessarily in the search results themselves. The query represents a one shot summary of the user‟s
underlying information needed. However, given today‟s reality of
information overload, the lookup-based model appears to fall short
in adequately answering the user‟s insatiable thirst for new information and knowledge. This has led researchers to go beyond this
paradigm, and look into a new class of information seeking,
known as exploratory search [24].

Fig. 2: PageRanks of Simple Network of Websites [17]

Today the ranking algorithms are much more complex, and PageRank, for example, is just one more signal amongst many others
used. Numerous other measures of document relevance should
also be noted such as F-score, Mean Average Precision (MAP) or
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [18]. Machine
learning techniques could be used to train different rankers optimized on a given performance measure. The ranking models produced could even be combined or ensemble in order to achieve
greater performance [19]. Furthermore, with the advent of the
social web, search is now sought to be personalized to a specific
user‟s need and profile.

5. Designing Search Interfaces
This paper takes the perspectives of information seeking improve
usability tasks likes Rocha, Zhang and González but Nielsen [25]
Described five usability goals of a user interface in details we can
put as, namely: learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and
satisfaction.
Usability Goals
Learnability

Efficiency

4. Exploratory Search Engine
Current commercial SE use a process known as the query and
response. The user issues a query, and receives, as a response, a
set of potentially relevant documents. The process has been formalized by [20] in the lookup-based model. As shown in Figure 3,
the model is comprised of four main elements. On the left hand
side, the documents are processed in a summarized form understandable by the user, known as the document surrogates. On the
right hand side, the user‟s underlying information need is reduced
to a query statement. This later usually takes the form of a set of
keywords together with Boolean operators. A match occurs when
the document surrogates fit in the user‟s query. The user then investigates the surrogates, and if appropriate, delves into the documents of interest. The process may repeat itself, with the user
attempting to find the right query which will yield the right set of
documents.

Memorability
Errors

Logically

Table 1: Designing Steps
Detail
Relates to the facility with which first-time users
successfully complete initial jobs using the interface.
Pertains to the rapidity with which users accomplish their tasks once the initial interface functions
are understood.
Relates to the ability of a user to return to proficiency following a period of non-use.
Are essential to gain understanding from the user
interface perspective. We intend to determine the
types of errors made, their frequencies, and whether
users can surmount them, and ultimately, become
successful in using the interface.
Errors and the other aforementioned interface aspects affect user satisfaction.

We need to understand clearly the manners in which users are
satisfied (or dissatisfied) and to what degree. We can now explain
the process of designing an interface in detail by keeping the five
aforementioned usability principles in mind.

5.1. Designing Process
At present, web interfaces follow a user-centered approach in
design. This process involves a series of steps as outlined in Figure 4 in which the user is constantly solicited [26].

Fig. 4: User-Centered Design Approach
Fig. 3: The Lookup-Based Model According to Bates [20]

The series of steps of the designing process are shown in Table 2
in detail:
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Step No
User needs
assessment

Task analysis

Prototype and
Assessment of
usability
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Table 2: Designing Steps
Detail
Usually consists of developing a user needs assessment.
This may involve repeated interviews with a variety of
users in order to fully understand who they are and what
goals they have.
The designer must understand what tasks are necessary
for the user to achieve its goal. This step is called task
analysis [22] and involves that a designer chooses the
user goals and tasks which will be supported by the
interface. These steps can take the form of working
scenarios that typify anticipated tasks.
Involves the creation of a prototype that will be informally tested by a set of target users. This step is repeated by revising the prototype until the designer and the
users satisfy the desired usability goals. This process is
time-consuming and costly, and therefore, the designer
may select as few user participants as reasonably possible. The latter principle is sometimes referred to as
discount usability testing [23].

5.2. Small Details and Aesthetic Design
The presented design guidelines are useful. However, attention to
small details can make a significant difference between a successful and a failed interface. For example, the amount of space visually presented to a user in a query box can influence the length of
the query. Users seeing a wide entry area will be encouraged to
type long queries [27].
Aesthetics has an important role in user interface experience. The
impression generated by the appearance of a design tends to correlate with user impression of its quality and user satisfaction [28].
However, although they provide users with a positive impression
of relevance, pages with aesthetic design may actually be less
useful than pages with basic design [29], In previous work [30] it
was uncovered that experiential aspects such as prejudices, evoked
memories, expectations can influence on how blind users experience the accessibility of a Website. Hsieh and Cheng [31] Worked
on the usability of “human-computer interaction”, and the users‟
the users‟ experiences to the integration of the design and aesthetic
interaction principles required for the experiences of aesthetic
interaction so as to make up the past shortcomings. Hotchkiss [32]
interviewed a Google vice president and reported that an extensive
list of details would be carefully considered in the design of the
search result page. In the upper left corner, also known as the
“sweet spot”, Google ensures that the ads placed are not only relevant but also merge attractively within the search results.

Access unstructured data with full text
search

Order the search results

Refining by type

Fig. 5: Faceted Searches at Amazon.com for the Query “Video Games”

6.1. Organizing Facets
In this subsection, we turn our attention to organizing facets and
their respective values. We merely provided common practices
and recommendations, but by no means do we claim to be exhaustive, as shown in figure below:

Fig. 6: Facets Organizing

The series of steps of the designing Facets Organizing process are
shown in Table 3 in detail:
Facets Organizing
Static Ordering

6. A Survey of Faceted Search
A combination of faceted navigation and full-text search leads to a
FS, as indicated in Figure 5. The structured information, or
metadata, is browsed using a faceted navigation interface. The
remaining unstructured data (or full text) are accessed using a
simple search box. After a search is performed, the user can immediately see into which facets the results fell in. This step provides further guidance for subsequent searches and refinements.
Similar to faceted navigation, FS provides guidance through the
space of possible queries and their results. However, these facets
generally always portray the same look and feel. They are typically represented as a hierarchical directory of choices. Interfaces that
attempt to represent facets and their values with an appropriate
look and feel are rare. For example, a user may want to see the
location of a product on a map rather than as a list of countries or
cities. The user may also be interested in relating different facets
to draw insights from the data. As indicated in next section. The
subsequent review is important given that FS should be implemented with a clear understanding of potential issues and challenges that may arise.

Dynamic
Ordering

Grouping
Ordering

Table 3: Facets Organizing process
Details
The first approach in organizing facets simply involves
keeping their location constant throughout the use of the
interface. This organization is called “static ordering”,
and has the advantage of reinforcing the user‟s mental
model of the interface. By simply keeping each feature of
the interface static or constant, a user always knows
where to expect these features of the interface. The
drawback of this approach with respect to FS is that
several facets may not be relevant to user query, and
therefore, may not be useful when shown.
In contrast to the static ordering of facets, dynamic ordering places facets in a specified order based on ranking
algorithms that estimate the utility function of facets with
respect to user query. This approach is particularly useful
when a potentially large number of facets are possible.
Therefore, this approach is advantageous when only a
few and most relevant facets apply to user query.
Another design option involves grouping related facets
based on some notion of similarity. A simple example
relates to academic journal search. Users may wish to
search according to authors, reviewers, name of institutions, advisers, and so on. We can create an individual
facet for each of these items, but alternatively, we can
simply group them into a facet called “people” From this
grouping, we can organize the aforementioned elements
into sub-facets. This method is a useful means to add
several facets in a manner that sensibly facilitates the
development and refinement of user query while preserving static ordering.
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Creating a hierarchy is a similar solution for presenting facets
(static, dynamic, and grouping) that can achieve static ordering
while simultaneously ranking the facet. Hierarchical facet values
can be used in grouping even for facets that initially lack order.
For example, a tree that displays the location of facet values can
be formed. The designer can create and enforce any number of
hierarchical values that are deemed useful.

6.2. Exploration of Various Faceted Search Approaches
FS allows users to explore or navigate within the document collection. However, most mainstream search systems only feature a
fixed mode of interaction. For example, search results are most
often depicted as a list of text with minimal interactions, such as
sorting or paging. To obtain new understanding of data, allowing
for multiple interaction modes is necessary. According to White
and Roth [24], Exploratory Search Engine should increase user
responsibility and control. This feature should include letting the
user select how the data is visualized depending on the task of
interest.

7. Summary
In this paper, we discusses exploratory search and then focus on
faceted search and beyond the traditional Faceted Search interface.
First, we review the rank retrieval and their Exploratory Search
Engine. To promote exploration, the interface should provide instant feedback on the user‟s potential actions. Also provided a
design of search user interfaces because the user interface of a SE
forms the first and last impressions made on a user and it is a critical focal point for all users experience at every stage of the search.
It is through the interface that the queries are formed and converted into informative answers. The recommendations made in this
paper can be a guide for creating an interface that fosters improvements to all aspects and stages of the user search. Better
interface designs assist users in articulating better queries, help
them understand the results and facilitate query modifications if
necessary. FS combines faceted navigation with full text search to
help users to work with contents that are semi-structured whilst
full text search is for non-structured contents.
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